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Abstract
This work utilizes predictive modeling techniques to guide and inform meta-
material design for heat management solutions and thermal radiation control.
Specifically, micro- and macro-scale polyethylene-based solutions are proposed
for passive and active thermal camouflage. Amicro-scale post design is proposed
for highly-tunable infrared emissivity based on varying unit cell geometrical con-
figurations. Activelymodulating thesemicro-features through lateral straining of
up to 3% allows for redshifting the emissivity spectrum by up to 0.5 µm. Macro-
scale lenticular lens designs allow for a more passive form of camouflage due to
its emissive stability for a range of configurations (e.g., single and sandwiched
structures, increasing lens radii and height). Overall, the proposed metamate-
rial designs allow the tailoring of optical properties to improve thermal radiating
performance.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Tunable mid-infrared (MIR) emitting surfaces and
improved infrared (IR) camouflage solutions is an area
of high interest by militaries around the world due to
hyperspectral imaging technologies being more available.
Tunable MIR emissivity in adaptive artificial optical
materials is an important metric for various applications
including heat management or radiative cooling,[1,2]
thermal emitters,[3] thermophotovoltaic cells,[4] infrared
communication,[5] and thermal camouflage.[6,7] Metama-
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terials allow for flexibility in tuning the surface emissivity,
which can be achieved by various modulation methods
including phase changes,[8,9] altering crystal orientation
angles,[6] and electric modulation.[10] However, the
majority of this work is conducted experimentally.[11–14]
To date, limited studies have applied predictive modeling
techniques to inform design decisions for IR management
surfaces.[15–17] This article develops predictive modeling
capabilities to inform metamaterial structural designs
for active and passive thermal signature management
solutions.
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The two main approaches to achieve and realize
IR camouflage are to (1) decrease the surface tem-
perature by reducing thermal radiation through
insulation[18–20] and (2) control and tune the surface
emissivity spectrum.[6,8,21,22] Metamaterials have been
extensively used for thermal camouflaging applications
as they can manipulate the optical properties of mate-
rials (e.g., reflectivity, transmissivity, and emissivity)
through varying their geometrical and optical material
parameters.[6,15,21,23–26] For example, Lee et al.[27] devel-
oped a metal-dielectric-metal metamaterial to tune the
emissivity towards favorable bands (i.e., wavelengths
within the non-atmospheric window of 5–8 µm) for
radiative cooling applications for aircraft which would
otherwise be easily viewed in the atmosphere. In another
study, Dang and Ye[15] proposed utilizing photonic
crystalline structures to realize (1) heat dissipation by
increasing the emittance in the hidden bands within the
non-atmospheric window and (2) thermal camouflage
by decreasing emissivity within the atmospheric window
(wavelengths from 3 µm to 5 µm and 8 µm to 14 µm).
In the literature, the majority of geometrical scales

for metamaterial-based IR camouflaging technologies are
within the micro-scale regime (< 50 µm) to tune emis-
sivity through resonance and reflectivity[21] and phase
transitions.[28] For example, micro-features in the form of
cylindrical disk configurations are predominantly used as
IR emissive tunable surfaces.[8,9,17] One challenge regard-
ing these micro-scale structures is their manufacturing[7]
which requires a multi-step fabrication process that may
cause premature deterioration.[29] Increasing the geo-
metric length-scale to the macro-scale (>100 µm) could
reduce the complexity and enhance the scalability of these
manufacturing processes. To date, no studies have uti-
lized lenticular lenses (experimentally or numerically)
to promote optical scattering over Mie scattering for IR
camouflage.
Building on past works, the focus of this study

is to develop predictive models using COMSOL
Multiphysics[30] to inform design decisions when manu-
facturing polyethylene (PE)-based micro- and macro-scale
metamaterials for passive and active thermal camouflag-
ing applications within the MIR wavelength (5–16 µm).
PE is the polymer of choice for this study due to its low
emissive properties,[29,31,32] ability to be woven into fibers
for smart textile applications,[33] elastic durability,[34] and
high IR transparency.[35] For the first time in the literature:
(1) PE-based patterned metamaterials (specifically, micro-
and macro-scale designs) for passive and active thermal
management solutions are proposed, (2) a lenticular
lens macro-scale design in various configurations (e.g.,
single-layered and multi-layered systems) is explored for
efficient thermal management, (3) active solutions to

thermal radiation control are introduced where elastic
properties of PE are used to dynamically change the
geometrical aspect ratio of the unit cells of metamaterials,
and (4) preferable configurations for micro-scale post
design (post height, width, and spacing) are proposed.
The results are discussed in the context of manufacturing
metamaterials for thermal radiation control. Overall,
we seek to tailor optical properties (e.g., emissivity and
scattering) by designing micro- and macro-scale surface
features in PEmetamaterials toward our goal of informing
more efficient thermal camouflage designs.

2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this study, the Electromagnetic Waves Frequency
Domain interface within the radio frequency (RF) module
in COMSOL Multiphysics is used to simulate the interac-
tion between IR light and three-dimensional (3D) micro-
and macro-scale geometries. In particular, Fresnel equa-
tions are used to evaluate absorptivity, emissivity, reflec-
tivity, and transmissivity through scattering parameters
(S-parameters).[36]
Emissivity (E) and absorbance (A) properties of mate-

rials are dependent on their reflectivity (R) and transmis-
sivity (T) through Kirchhoff’s law of thermal radiation
(E = A = 1–R–T).[37] These reflectivity and transmissivity
values are dependent on geometrical features and opti-
cal properties.[27,28,38] Furthermore, the thermal radiation
(P) of a material is dependent on its emissivity through
the Stefan Boltzmann law (P = EσT4) where σ is the
Stefan-Boltzmann constant and T (K) is the surface tem-
perature. Therefore, the above relationship allows the
optical properties to be used as performance indicators
of IR camouflage. Controlling the geometrical features
of metamaterials can shift and tune emissivity values to
improve their radiative thermoregulating performance.
This section starts by discussing the validation of the

polyethylene material model. Next, three polyethylene-
basedmetamaterial configurations are explored for passive
and active thermal camouflaging applications: (1) macro-
scale single-layered lenticular lens design, (2) macro-scale
sandwiched lenticular lens design, and (3)micro-scale post
design.

2.1 Polyethylene material model
validation

This section discusses the validation of the PE material
model, as shown in Figure 1. Experimental data of a plain
unstructured 10 µmPE sheet from Chen et al.[35] is used to
validate the material model. Figure 1A shows a schematic
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F IGURE 1 COMSOL Multiphysics model validation of a plain unstructured polyethylene sheet. A, Unit cell geometry of a plain 10 µm
thick polyethylene sheet with corresponding locations of boundary conditions. Additional Floquet periodic boundary conditions are used in
the x- and y-directions. B, Loss tangent-wavelength input plot to COMSOL Multiphysics for a plain 10 µm thick polyethylene sheet. C,
Validated emissivity output for a 10 µm thick polyethylene film for the infrared spectrum (wavelengths of 5–16 µm). D, Sensitivity of
transmissivity results to polyethylene thickness, where the overall transmissivity decreases with increasing thickness in the infrared spectrum
(wavelengths of 5–16 µm)

of a unit cell geometry consisting of a plain 10 µm thick
PE sheet exposed to air. Here, the IR rays are orthogo-
nal to the sheet via the input port. The input port also
measures the reflected waves from the interaction. Trans-
missivity is calculated via the output port at the bottom
of the PE sheet. In our simulations, the micro-sized fea-
tures (e.g., lens, posts, sandwich structures) are modeled
as unit cells with Floquet periodic boundary conditions
in the x- and y-directions. In addition, perfectly matched
layers (PMLs) are used above the homogeneous medium
(air) along the propagation direction to absorb reflected

and radiated waves while minimizing surface reflections.
This setup is similar to others in the literature.[15,39,40]
In this study, the PE material model is simulated using

the loss tangent dissipation factor electric displacement
field model. Shown in Figure 1B is the loss-tangent to
wavelength input. Here, the loss tangent is not constant
and is instead dependent on the wavelength and fre-
quency of light[41] where peaks are observed in the infrared
regime due to ionic mechanisms of the material.[42] In
the case of PE-based polymers within the IR regime,
these peaks result from the carbon–hydrogen (C–H) and
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carbon–carbon (C–C) bonds. Our model informs the loss
tangent values for the MIR spectrumwhich is in turn used
to validate the emittance spectrum.
Comparisons between the experimentally obtained

emissivity/absorptivity curves from Chen et al.[35] and
simulated results for a plain 10 µm thick PE sheet are pre-
sented in Figure 1C. Both the experimental and simulated
curves are in close agreement, and therefore, the PE mate-
rial model is considered validated. Additional work in the
literature supports a similar validation procedure.[43,44]
Furthermore, a unit cell width sensitivity study was con-
ducted (by varying cell widths from 10 µm to 50 µm), where
the magnitudes and locations of peaks within the emissiv-
ity spectrumwere not found to be sensitive to the specified
length scales.
Finally, the sensitivity of transmittance to PE thick-

nesses (between 1 µm and 350 µm) is presented in
Figure 1D in a semi-log plot. Each data point represents the
area under the transmissivity curve to evaluate its trans-
parency for each specific sheet thickness. As expected,
thinner sheets have a greater overall transmissivity sug-
gesting greater transparency than thicker sheets. Overall,
the transmissivity decreases as the PE sheet thickness
increases. Therefore, the validated material model can
now be used for a wide range of PE sheet thicknesses
(from 1 µm to 350 µm), thus being suitable for both
micro- andmacro-scale based design for thermal radiation
control.[38,45]

2.2 Macro-scale single-layered
lenticular lens design

This sub-section explores macro-scale single-layered
lenticular lens designs for improving radiative thermoreg-
ulating performance, as shown in Figure 2. Figure 2A
shows the global overall lens geometry where the inset
image shows a unit cell of the lens structure. Here, P is
the width of the unit cell, tp is the base sheet thickness,
r is the lens radius, and h is the lens height. Figure 2B
shows the resulting emissivity/absorptivity curve within
the MIR spectrum for increasing radii from r = 100 µm to
750 µm and corresponding lens height from h = 78 µm to
6 µm. These configurations are selected from our experi-
ence in manufacturing these structures and their optical
scattering properties, noting that none of these have been
considered before in the literature. A gradual increase
in the overall emissivity for increasing wavelengths is
seen across all the radii. This suggests that these struc-
tures result in emissive stability across all configurations
chosen here, which, again, is motivated by our ability
to manufacture these structures. Shown in Figure 2C is
the resulting optical properties (emissivity/absorptivity

and reflectivity) for varying angle of incidence (θ = 0◦ to
60◦) where a shift in the optical properties is observed.
This behavior suggests high dispersion and scatter of MIR
waves from their interaction with the lens structures,
which has been observed to be favorable for cloaking
applications.[46,47] Finally, the contour plot in Figure 2D
shows effect of applying a lateral strain (ε = 0 to 0.03) to
the lenticular unit cell on resulting shifts in wavelength
(x-axis); the single lenticular unit cell with the direction
of strain is depicted in the inset. Previous manufacturing
studies have used strain actuation for IR emissivity tuning
with favorable results,[11,12] and this motivates our com-
putational exploration here. In Figure 2D, applying lateral
strains of up to the linear strain limit of PE of ε = 0.03[34]
does not have a significant effect on the emissivity of
the structure (due to the geometrical scale being larger
than the MIR wavelength range), further suggesting a
stable emissive configuration is achieved with lenticular
lens structures, and this is desirable for passive forms of
thermal management.

2.3 Macro-scale sandwiched lenticular
lens design

This sub-section explores the macro-scale lenticular lens
design within a sandwiched configuration with orthogo-
nally oriented lenses, as presented in Figure 3. Figure 3A
shows the overall geometry of the sandwiched structure
(lens facing inwards) considered here, where the inset
image shows a unit cell of the configuration. Here, tair is
the air gap between the two base sheets of the lenses. A lens
facing outwards configuration is also explored under the
same orthogonally oriented lenses configuration. Shown
in Figure 3B,C is the emissivity plotted against the MIR
wavelength for increasing air gaps (tair = 85 to 175 µm)
and lens radii (r = 100 to 750 µm) for both the lens fac-
ing inwards and outwards configurations. Similar trends
to the single lenticular lens design are observed where the
emissivity gradually increases for increasing wavelengths
for all radii and air gaps. The lens facing inwards configu-
ration, however, exhibits greater emissivity throughout the
entire MIR spectrum for all air gaps and lens radii. Other
studies, however, found smoother surfaces exhibit lower
emissivity values than with rough surfaces.[48,49] Further-
more, emissive stability within each of the configurations
for all radii and air gaps is seen. Finally, Figure 3D shows
the resulting optical properties (emissivity/absorptivity
and reflectivity) for varying angle of incidence (θ = 0◦
to 60◦) for the lens facing outwards configuration. The
shift in optical properties from varying the angle of inci-
dence suggests high optical scattering resulting from the
interaction.
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F IGURE 2 Simulating the macro-scale lenticular lens design in COMSOL Multiphysics. A, Global overall lenticular lens geometry. The
inset image shows a unit cell geometry where P = 195 µm, r = 100 to 750 µm, h = 78 to 6 µm, and tp = 100 µm. B, Emissivity spectrum of the
lenticular lens design with change of lens radius (r = 100 to 750 µm and h = 78 to 6 µm). C, Emissivity/absorptivity and reflectivity spectra of
the lenticular lens design (r = 150 µm and h = 78 µm) for varying angles of incidence (θ = 0◦ to 60◦) suggesting a high dispersion of rays. D,
Spectral emissivity of the lenticular lens design (r = 150 µm and h = 78 µm) with an applied lateral strain in the x-direction (εx = 0 to 0.03).
The inset image shows representative radii of the unit cell with applied lateral strain in the x-direction (not to scale). The macro-scale
lenticular lens design allows for a high dispersion of rays while being stable under varying lens radii and strains

2.4 Micro-scale post design

In this final sub-section, a micro-scale post design is sim-
ulated as shown in Figure 4. The overall geometry is
presented in Figure 4A with the unit cell configuration
shown in the inset image. Here, a is the post width, h is
the post height, b is the post spacing, and tp is the base
sheet thickness. Figure 4B shows the emissivity spectrum
for various configurations of the post design (a = h = 1,
5, and 9 µm, and b = 1, 5, and 9 µm), motivated by simi-
lar sized disk configurations in the literature.[15,38] Within

these configurations, three bands exist which are governed
by the post width and height. The smallest post width
(a = 1 µm) has a similar emissivity spectrum to a plain
PE sheet (Figure 1C) where peaks exist due to the ionic
mechanisms in the material.[42] This response is com-
parable to what our team has observed experimentally
and is attributed to the geometrical scale of the micro-
features and spacings being outside of theMIRwavelength
range. Other studies found increasing disk sizes result
in a blueshift of emissivity,[17,27] whereas in our study,
increasing the post width increases overall emissivity in
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F IGURE 3 Simulating the macro-scale lenticular lens sandwiched structure design in COMSOL Multiphysics. A, Global overall
sandwiched lenticular lens geometry (lens facing inwards) with air between the sheets. The inset image shows a unit cell geometry where
tair = 85 to 175 µm, r = 100 to 750 µm, h = 78 to 6 µm, and tp = 100 µm. The configuration with the lens facing outwards is also investigated.
Emissivity spectrum of the lenticular lens sandwiched structure with change of: (B) air gap between the lenticular lens sheets (tair = 85 to
175 µm); and (C) change of lens radius (r = 100 to 750 µm and h = 78 to 6 µm) for both lens facing inwards and outwards configurations. The
lens facing outwards design has a lower emissivity within the mid-infrared (MIR) wavelengths for all lens radii and air gaps. D,
Emissivity/absorptivity and reflectivity spectra of the lenticular lens sandwiched structure (lens facing inwards, r = 150 µm and h = 78 µm) for
varying angles of incidence (θ = 0◦ to 60◦). Similar trends are observed for the lens facing outwards configuration. A high dispersion of rays is
evident from the shift of optical properties due to varying angles of incidence of the IR light, while demonstrating emissive stability under the
various geometrical configurations

a non-linear manner. Furthermore, emissivity peaks are
generated with greater post spacings. The optical prop-
erties (emissivity/absorptivity and reflectivity) for varying
angles of incidence (θ = 0◦ to 60◦) for the a = 9 µm and
b= 5 µmconfiguration are plotted in Figure 4C, where this
configuration is chosen because a high emissive response
is observed within the hidden non-atmospheric band (i.e.,
wavelengths from 5 µm to 8 µm). The variation in peaks
due to the incident angle suggests high dispersion and scat-

ter of rays. Finally, the strain configurations for the unit
cell of the posts for up to ε = 0.03 are shown in Figure 4D
for the a = 9 µm and b = 5 µm configuration where emis-
sivity is found to redshift by values of up to 0.5 µm. It
should be noted that applying strains to the micro-scale
post design redshift emissivity to a much greater degree
than the macro-scale lenticular lens design, although the
manifestation of these shifts for performance needs to be
evaluated.
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F IGURE 4 Simulating the micro-scale posts design in COMSOL Multiphysics. A, Global overall post geometry. The inset image shows a
unit cell geometry where a = 1 to 9 µm, b = 1 to 9 µm, h = 1 to 9 µm, and tp = 10 µm. B, Emissivity spectrum of the post lens design with change
in post size and spacing where a = 1 to 9 µm, b = 1 to 9 µm, and h = 1 to 9 µm. C, Emissivity/absorptivity and reflectivity spectra of the post
configuration (a = 9 µm and b = 5 µm) for varying angles of incidence (θ = 0◦ to 60◦). D, Spectral emissivity of the post configuration
(a = 9 µm and b = 5 µm) with an applied lateral strain in the x-direction (εx = 0 to 0.03). Micro-sized posts allow for highly-customizable
solutions for thermal radiation control

3 CONCLUSION

In summary, predictive models were developed in this
study for polyethylene-based 3D micro- and macro-scale
metamaterial solutions for thermal radiation control. In
this study, the three designs explored for IR camou-
flaging capabilities are: (1) macro-scale lenticular lens
design, (2) macro-scale lenticular lens sandwiched struc-
ture, and (3) micro-scale post design. Both the single
and sandwiched lenticular lens designs exhibited similar
stable emissive trends with high optical light dispersion

capabilities, which is efficient for passive camouflage.
The micro-scale post design allows highly-customizable
solutions to tune the emissivity response of the metama-
terials. Actively actuating the post design through strain
modulation techniques is a viable option to redshift the
emissivity spectrum. Overall, this study (1) aims to guide
design decisions for tunable IR emitting surfaces and
thermal radiation control using predictive modeling capa-
bilities and (2) demonstrates how practical changes in
surface topology result in measurable changes in optical
properties.
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